2020 CLOVER KIDS FAIR EXHIBIT CLASSES

Each Clover Kid may bring one (1) entry from one of the below classes.

CLASS 1CK—Vegetable
Exhibit 1 vegetable (potato, cucumber, zucchini, onion, radish, pepper, or ripe tomato) on a paper plate.

CLASS 2CK—Flower
Exhibit 1 cut flower in clear glass bottle or jar.

CLASS 3CK—Other Animal/Pet
Exhibit 1 stuffed animal no bigger than 2 ft. tall (long)
No live pets are allowed.

CLASS 4CK—Visual Art
Exhibit 1 item that is an art exhibit, made by Clover Kid, including drawings, paintings, craft items, etc.

CLASS 5CK—Photography
Exhibit 1 unmounted 3 1/2 x 5 or 4 x 6 inch photograph, taken by Clover Kid, placed in zip-loc bag

CLASS 6CK—Food and Nutrition
Exhibit 3 cookies of the same kind, made by Clover Kid, placed on paper plate and secured in zip-loc bag

CLASS 7CK—Agriculture and Natural Resources
Exhibit 1 entry that involves crops, conservation, entomology or forestry. No live specimens included.
(Example-8x11” poster, leaf collection)